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(Vision: ) I was in a big bed for some Heavenly Shepherding. Like it was in the future. The 

shepherd/angel, had long black or dark curly hair in locks, very long. He was sitting on the edge of 

the bed looking deeply into my eyes and taking to me. I couldn’t hear what he was saying, but it was 

about my thoughts that I’d had, the things going on in me at that time.  

Since they know all thoughts, they could communicate and counsel and correct, but in a very special 

loving way, telling me what God’s mind and ways were. There was no hiding; all was known. It 

wasn’t about what I did on the outside, but shepherding of my mind and spirit. And then he loved 

with me dearly, too, as part of the loving shepherding experience.  

For me, I couldn’t think of something better to have happen to me. I’d sooo love that. Just the 

communication part, with someone that wanted to talk with me, that knew everything I thought, and 

that had sweet counsel to guide me, was good enough; but then topped it off with intimate and love 

filled sharing.  

But I was told in my mind by the Lord when pondering this vision, “That’s just maintenance” [in the 

next life] that’s not “reward”—just the basics of care in the Heavenlies. (I then was reminded of the 

verse that says how to the froward God will be so, but to the lovers who tenderly want to do all that 

Pleases Him, He can be this way with them for instructing. “To the lovers, He will be as a Lover”.) 

If that is just basic maintaining, what is reward?? I could hardly think of something I’d need more. 

Fun things, yes, but this reached the heart of my heart, and ticked every deep longing. If that is 

correcting, wow. I want to stay always in the frame of mind that affords Heavenly shepherding in 

that way.  

 

(Jesus speaking: ) You think you know what the sensation of being “in love” feels like? Wait till you 

get matched up with your “shepherd” or holy one that brings you along in faith and in purity, to 

become more like Me. It will make any “love” feelings that you had on Earth to seem trite in 

comparison.  

I do like to match make, and unions with those who have learned with those who are learning will be 

special teams of love—both ways. I love creating love in the hearts of those who do My will. Like 

Jacob felt love and it made time fly by and the work not seems so hard, so does love in the 

Heavenlies make work a pleasure. Love is the missing ingredient of so many now, but it will be 

added to your Heavenly life in wonderful ways. It’s so much different working for and because of 

love. Weights are turned to wings, quiet literally.  

Your lover, for that is what I’ll call your loving mate who will bring you closer and closer into 

fellowship with “the Father of light”, will hardly be able to contain the love he will hold for you, but 

will need to, just need to, pour it out to you. And oh, how you will love them for it, and because love 

will be given to you for this mate. And for love you will do just about anything, and make any and all 

personal changes needed. Love will oil you in your change journey of the Celestial kind.  

Snuggle with your celestial partner now, for very soon your eyes will be opened to see him in the 

place of glory and the bond you will share will aid you in your relationship then. 

 



( A little later: ) They watch, they prepare, they monitor, and soon they will consummate this union 

of body—your body—with soul and spirit. And together you will be pressed on forward. 

 

(Spirit speaking: ) Whenever you happen to catch a glimpse of this one, your spirit’s partner of 

progress, a sensation will rush through you, the like you have never known before. The call of love 

will be strong.  Yet it’s not for love alone, but for forward progress and for greater yielding to the 

Master. Love makes it easy. 

Just like Christ’s love for His bride caused Him to give up all that He had to, and visa versa—she, the 

Bride, gives up all for Him.  

Rest with your beloved partner and be united in the palm of Jesus, your King and Saviour, and 

Master. 

 

(Later more came: )  

(Jesus speaking: ) When you first see this one, it may be in a more casual setting of friends and 

acquaintances—like a ‘Welcome Home’ party with friends and mates, lovers and companions; sort 

of a catch-up and get acquainted with the new life. But after the “party” or fellowship really, you’ll 

have the “night” to explore new realms of “getting to know each other”—just you and your “mate”. 

This will seal the love and get you well on the road to strong feelings of love for one another. 

This of course will be well-planned for in advance, and a union of souls the like you have not 

experienced yet, will take place.  

Imagine being able to look into the face of one who can read your every thought and who still loves 

you tremendously? Together this journey of love will commence in earnest. See, you’ll then always 

wish to have special times together, and that is when special lessons and deep learning sessions can 

and will take place.  

I will place My very Self within the being of this person, and together we three will become one, and 

great joy will be known, as well as great progress will be made in sort amounts of time. 


